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Dawn of 
the Nymja
Nym Squad League | Season 0 

The Squad Wealth Fund Wallet 
can be found here.

Nym Squad League soft launched in January 2024 with ‘Season 
0: Dawn of the Nymja’, which came to a close at the end of 
March. 

The league takes rewards generated from the official Nym Nodes 
Delegations Program and puts it into a community treasury called 
the Squad Wealth Fund. Rewards are redeemed and distributed 
from this treasury to the Nym ecosystem on a quarterly basis for 
outstanding contributions.

This report provides an overview of what was achieved in Season 
0 of the Nym Squad League and the latest numbers from the 
Squad Wealth Fund. 

We are looking forward to opening Season 1 to Nymsters very 
soon, welcoming even more community members to the 
program! 

https://mixnet.explorers.guru/account/n1rnxpdpx3kldygsklfft0gech7fhfcux4zst5lw
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Nym's core team delegated 30,250,000 NYM to 121 
community-run independent mixnodes, staking 250,000 
NYM on each node as part of the Nym Delegations Program. 

Nodes were selected based on their operators' contribution 
and involvement within the ecosystem, and importantly, their 
node parameters, location and performance. By delegating 
NYM tokens with independent operators, we enhance the 
reputation of the nodes and advance toward a more robust 
and decentralized ecosystem. A transparency dashboard of 
the delegation program will be released to the community 
shortly. 

During season 0 of the Squad league, the Nym Squad Wealth 
Fund accumulated 475,256 NYM in staking rewards. These 
funds are now part of the community treasury to be 
distributed to Nym Squad League participants across various 
seasons.

Season 0 of NSL saw a total of 151,200 NYM distributed 
amongst Nymjas, Shinobis and their squads for contributing 
to core objectives.

Squad Wealth 
Fund overview
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Season 0 summary
There have already been spectacular contributions from 
Nymjas, Shinobis and their squads all around the world.
 
See the full Season 0 list of missions

Here is how Nym community has contributed to the core 
objectives to enable privacy:

https://nymtech.notion.site/NSL-MISSION-BOARD-c8b7bee0e68542109e8da027fce6c7c3
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How did we do?

● The number of gateways jumped from 70 to 110

● Countries with Nym nodes increased from 26 to 34 different countries 

● Total staked on Nym nodes grew from 140mil to 195mil

● Target number of gateways for Season 1: 900

Objective 1:
Grow the number of high 
performing Nym nodes
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Objective 2:
NymVPN testing

How did we do?

● NymVPN workshops to gather invaluable feedback about Nym’s soon-to-be released flagship application

● 32k sign ups for the NymVPN Alpha

● 9 NymVPN test workshops in 4 regions 

● 140 new joiners to NymVPN Matrix channels (Welcome! #PrivacyLovesCompany)
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Objective 3:
Decentralize and localize

How did we do?

● 6 events events, talk and lectures about the Nym vision and ecosystem in Brazil, Mexico, Ukraine and Bangladesh

● Transitioned to decentralized moderation and management of 2 regional Nym channels

● All translations to Portuguese and Spanish have been delivered by the Latin American Squads
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How did we do?

● “For Us, By Us” CMS for the Nym Squad League by Pawnflake

● Squad Wealth Fund build grants help you graduate your project to Nym Innovation Fund!

Objective 4:
Build with Nym
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Thank you NymStars for hanging out and never missing 
events such as AMAs and community calls, asking great 
questions, being involved in everything and then some, 
educating the community and, most importantly, for bringing 
outstanding personality and vibes to the Nym community. 
You rock!

The photo of the season comes from 
Brazilian Shinobi squad 
Tupinymquim’s lecture at 
ETHSamba’s OnChain week

Special shout out to the first contributors to receive the 
NymStars community award. You already know them if 
you spent any time with the Nym community recently:

● Rocio Gonzales

● Unclelem

● John Smith

● Raymon
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Contributor Mission Achievement Reward (in NYM)

Pawnflake build with the Nym SDK
building the CRM system to drive the 
Nym Delegations Program

45,000

DAOAriwas decentralized CM and moderation managing Spanish Nym channels 15,000

Tupinymquim decentralized CM and moderation managing Portuguese Nym channels 15,000

DAOAriwas Translations
translating Nym blog posts and content 
to Spanish

10,000

Tupinymquim Translations
translating Nym blog posts and content 
to Portuguese

10,000

DAOAriwas Delegations program mentorship
Providing mentorship for delegations 
program participants

7500

Pawnflake Delegations program mentorship
Providing mentorship for delegations 
program participants

7500

Overview of Squad Wealth Fund rewards 
distributed by 12th of April 2024:
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Contributor Mission Achievement Reward (in NYM)

Tupinymquim Organize a Nym event
Nym lecture at ETH Samba OnChain 
Week to an audience of over 50 people

5000

Unclelem
decentralized CM and moderation, 
translations

Filling in to manage Russian Nym 
channels and translations

4000

Saliveja create commissioned content
create 5 technical video guides and 
walkthroughs, as specified by Nym

3600

WSA NymVPN workshop
NymVPN workshop in Bangladesh, 
University of Chittagong

3000

Tupinymquim Organize a Nym event Cybersecurity lecture in Brazil 3000

DAOAriwas Represent Nym at an event
introductory talk to the Nym ecosystem 
at the University of Antiquoia

3000

Merve covert Shinobi mission
assisting with Service Grants program 
management and admin

2500

DAOAriwas NymVPN workshop
NymVPN workshop in Platohedro, 
Medellin, Colombia

2000

Raymon Represent Nym at an event
Attending Talentland 2024 with Nym 
team, and assisting with running the 
Nym booth

3000
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Contributor Mission Achievement Reward (in NYM)

Beyond Represent Nym at an event
Assisting Nym team with organizing 
and promoting Nym event in Kyiv

1500

John Smith NymStar award

everpresent community member: 
driving the conversation on Nym 
channels, helping others, attending 
events, and more.

1000

Rocio Gonzales NymStar award

everpresent community member: 
driving the conversation on Nym 
channels, helping others, attending 
events, and more.

1000

Unclelem NymStar award

everpresent community member: 
driving the conversation on Nym 
channels, helping others, attending 
events, and more.

1000

Raymon NymStar award

everpresent community member: 
driving the conversation on Nym 
channels, helping others, attending 
events, and more.

1000

Tupinymquim Organize a Nym event
Portuguese Twitter space with  Marcelo 
Capello, an expert in Philosophy of 
Technology

100
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Web
nymtech.net

Twitter
@nymproject

Email
info@nymtech.net

Github
@nymtech

https://nymtech.net
https://twitter.com/nymproject
https://nymtech.net
https://github.com/nymtech
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THX


